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Upcoming: Egg Drop Contest, Paper Airplane Contest, Imperial Presidency Discussed by Visiting Scholar
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Students will test their engineering ability when they compete in this special contest which kicks off National Engineers Week at UD, which runs from February 22 through 28. Uncooked eggs, protected only by paper containers designed by students, will be dropped from three stories high onto a concrete slab. If the egg survives the fall the entry is eligible for one of several prizes. Points will be scored on creativity, uncracked shells, unbroken yolks, and ability to hit the target.

The opening day of National Engineers Week continues with a paper airplane contest. Students will compete for prizes, and their aerodynamic prowess will be judged on hang time and distance.

Where did Reagan go wrong on Iran? Robert W. Bennett, dean of Northwestern University's School of Law, will explore the president's role in domestic and foreign policy and will compare governments of other countries. (Bennett is prepared to be interviewed on recent developments concerning the Iran controversy. Call Tom Bidwell at 229-3241 to schedule an interview or for more information.)